Descriptive Summary
Title: Cartooning My Own XXX Files collection
Dates: circa 1999-2008
Collection Number: 2018-79
Creator/Collector: 
Extent: 4.15 linear feet
Repository: GLBT Historical Society
San Francisco, California 94103
Abstract: Collection of erotic writings and comic drawings, mostly of gay men and nude men. Material includes binders of lined notebook paper with writings and sketches, sketchbooks, and reference material. The creator is unknown; material makes reference to Aaron Miller.
Language of Material: English
Access
Collection is open for research. Provenance is unknown; we are unable to accommodate requests for publication or duplication.
Preferred Citation
Cartooning My Own XXX Files collection. GLBT Historical Society
Acquisition Information
Provenance is unknown.
Scope and Content of Collection
Collection of erotic writings and comic drawings, mostly of gay men and nude men. Material includes binders of lined notebook paper with writings and sketches, sketchbooks, and reference material. The creator is unknown; material makes reference to Aaron Miller.
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